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Answer any FIVE questions.
ALL questions carry equal marks.

  ( 5× 20 =100)

1. (a) Sta te  and prove addi t ion theory of
expectation.
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(b)A random variable X has the following
probability distribution.
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Find k and evaluate P(x < 6)

2.(a)Find the correlation coefficient for the
following data :

X201816151412

Y121410141210

121085

9872

(b)Fit a straight line to the following data:

X01234

Y2·13·55·47·38·2

2

10.(a)From the following information, estimate the
production in the year 2002.

Year200020012002200320042005

Production3985-151264388

(b)The values of X and Y are given below.

X56911

Y12101416

Find the value of Y when X = 10, by using
Lagrange’s formula.
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3. (a) Represent the following data by means of
a histogram :

Variable 101-110 110-120 120-130 130-140

Frequency 11 28 36 49

140-150 150-160 160-170

33 20 8

(b) If  X is normally distributed with mean 8
and S.D 4, find

(i) P(5 ≤ X ≤ 10)

(ii) P(10 ≤ X ≤ 15)

(iii) P (X ≥ 15)

(iv) P(X ≤ 5)

4. (a) Define uniform distribution  and find the
charac ter i s t ic  funct ion  of  uni form
distribution.

(b) Define gamma distribution and find the
moment generating function of gamma
distribution.
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(b) If Ux = a0 + a1x + ... + anxn, show that
∆Ux is a polynomial of degree (n – 1).

8. (a) The mean life time and S.D of electric bulbs
manufactured in a factory are found to be
2000 hours and 250 hours respectively. A
sample of size 400 is selected from it and
tested. The mean life time was found to be
1925 hours .  Does this  indicate  any
significant difference?

(b) Two fields give the following yields in five
year. If there any significant difference
between them?

Year 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948

A 28 16 17 26 31

B 24 15 18 22 25

9. (a) Obtain the confidence interval for the mean
M of the normal population with known
S.D. σ.

(b) Explain the Fisher’s method of maximum
likelihood.
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7.(a)Find out the approximate moving averages
for the following series  and draw the graph.

YearPrice YearPrice 

19015061912848

19026201913745

190310361914845

190467319151276

19055881916898

19066961917814

190711161918929

190873819191360

19096631920961

19107771921926

19111489------
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5.(a)State and prove Neyman pearson lemma.

(b)Given the following information relating to
two classes of workers A and B. Test
whether there is any significant difference
between their mean wages.

AB

Mean wages ()4749

S.D ()2849

Number of workers10001000

6.Compute Fisher’s ideal index number for the
following data. Also, prove that it satisfies time
reversal test and factor reversal text.

                  Base year           Current year

 CommoditiesPrice QuantityPriceQuantity

   A10251230

   B 821925

   C4·5286·535

   D3·516420
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